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Abstract

The mechanics of olivine deformation play a key role in long-term planetary processes, including the response of the lithosphere

to tectonic loading or the response of the solid Earth to tidal forces, and in short-term processes, such as post-seismic creep

within the upper mantle. Previous studies have emphasized the importance of grain-size effects in the deformation of olivine.

Most of our understanding of the role of grain boundaries in the deformation of olivine is inferred from comparison of

experiments on single crystals to experiments on polycrystalline samples, as there are no direct studies of the mechanical

properties of individual grain boundaries in olivine. In this study, we use high-precision mechanical testing of synthetic

forsterite bicrystals with well characterized interfaces to directly observe and quantify the mechanical properties of olivine

grain boundaries. We conduct in-situ micropillar compression tests at high-temperature (700* C) on bicrystals containing

low-angle (4* tilt about [100] on (014)) and high-angle (60* tilt about [100] on (011)) boundaries. During the in-situ tests, we

observe differences in deformation style between the pillars containing the grain boundary and the pillars in the crystal interior.

In the pillars containing the grain boundary, the interface is oriented at 45* to the loading direction to promote shear. In-situ

observations and analysis of the mechanical data indicate that pillars containing the grain boundary consistently support

elastic loading to higher stresses than the pillars without a grain boundary. Moreover, the pillars without the grain boundary

sustain larger plastic strain. Post-deformation microstructural characterization confirms that under the conditions of these

deformation experiments, sliding did not occur along the grain boundary. These observations support the hypothesis that grain

boundaries are stronger relative to the crystal interior at these conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The mechanics of olivine deformation play a key role in long-term planetary processes, including1

the response of the lithosphere to tectonic loading or the response of the solid Earth to tidal forces,2

and in short-term processes, such as post-seismic creep within the upper mantle. Previous studies3

have emphasized the importance of grain-size effects in the deformation of olivine. Most of our4

understanding of the role of grain boundaries in the deformation of olivine is inferred from comparison5

of experiments on single crystals to experiments on polycrystalline samples, as there are no direct6

studies of the mechanical properties of individual grain boundaries in olivine. In this study, we use7

high-precision mechanical testing of synthetic forsterite bicrystals with well characterized interfaces8

to directly observe and quantify the mechanical properties of olivine grain boundaries. We conduct9

in-situ micropillar compression tests at high-temperature (700◦C) on bicrystals containing low-angle10

(4◦ tilt about [100] on (014)) and high-angle (60◦ tilt about [100] on (011)) boundaries. During11

the in-situ tests, we observe differences in deformation style between the pillars containing the12

grain boundary and the pillars in the crystal interior. In the pillars containing the grain boundary,13

the interface is oriented at ∼ 45◦ to the loading direction to promote shear. In-situ observations14

and analysis of the mechanical data indicate that pillars containing the grain boundary consistently15

support elastic loading to higher stresses than the pillars without a grain boundary. Moreover, the16

pillars without the grain boundary sustain larger plastic strain. Post-deformation microstructural17

characterization confirms that under the conditions of these deformation experiments, sliding did not18
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occur along the grain boundary. These observations support the hypothesis that grain boundaries are19

stronger relative to the crystal interior at these conditions.20

Keywords olivine deformation · grain-boundary micromechanics · in-situ micropillar deformation21

1 Introduction22

The rheological behavior of olivine at the thermo-mechanical conditions of Earth’s upper mantle has been the focus of a23

number of studies. Laboratory experiments provide insight into olivine deformation under a wide range of conditions24

and form the basis for calibrating flow laws for extrapolation to geological conditions [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003].25

However, predictions of the mechanical properties of the lithosphere based on laboratory results are inconsistent and26

also disagree with estimates based on geophysical observations [e.g., Hunter and Watts, 2016, Zhong and Watts, 2013,27

Hansen et al., 2019, Karato, 2010].28

One challenge associated with laboratory studies at elevated temperatures and pressures relevant to the upper mantle is29

separating and quantifying the role of different variables (e.g., oxygen fugacity, starting microstructure, trace elements30

[Hansen and Kohlstedt, 2015]) that simultaneously impact deformation [e.g., Thieme et al., 2018, Bollinger et al., 2019,31

Faul et al., 2011, Hansen and Kohlstedt, 2015]. Microstructural analysis is generally only performed after quenching32

and decompression and after additional sample preparation for the desired characterization technique. This post-mortem33

assessment has constrained previous studies to inference of the microphysical mechanisms of deformation rather than34

direct observation [e.g., Thieme et al., 2018, Hansen et al., 2012a, Tielke et al., 2016a]. However, this obstacle can be35

overcome by miniaturized mechanical testing at the micron scale, which facilitates the in-situ observation of material36

deformation [for a review, see Kacher et al., 2019], and the targeted investigation of key structural features such as grain37

boundaries.38

Grain boundaries and their density (i.e., grain size) play a key role in ductile deformation of olivine under a wide39

range of conditions. At low temperatures and high stresses, permanent deformation is accommodated by dislocation40

generation and the glide of dislocations through the crystal lattice, as diffusion is inhibited [Ch 2, Frost and Ashby,41

1982]. In olivine, this regime has been investigated in laboratory studies on single crystals [e.g., Kranjc et al., 2016,42

Demouchy et al., 2013, Evans and Goetze, 1979, Idrissi et al., 2016] and polycrystalline samples [e.g., Druiventak43

et al., 2011, Mei et al., 2010, Raterron et al., 2004, Faul et al., 2011] with little agreement among results. However,44

these past discrepancies have been reconciled by studies documenting a size effect during low-temperature plasticity45

of olivine [Kumamoto et al., 2017, Hansen et al., 2019, Koizumi et al., 2020]. Kumamoto et al. [2017] and Koizumi46

et al. [2020] used mechanical testing at a range of length scales in single crystals and Hansen et al. [2019] used47

measurements on polycrystalline samples with different grain sizes, all of whom documented a size effect in which48

permanent deformation at smaller length scales (or smaller grain sizes) requires higher stresses. Observations of49

stronger samples with decreasing grain size are attributed to the empirical Hall-Petch effect [Hall, 1951, Petch, 1953], a50

phenomenon widely documented in metals [for a review, see Cordero et al., 2016]. The microphysics of this effect51

2
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rely on the interactions between mobile lattice dislocations and grain boundaries [Cordero et al., 2016]. In olivine,52

inferences of these phenomena are based on post-mortem microscopy of deformed samples [e.g., Wallis et al., 2020].53

At increased temperatures, diffusion enables the mobility of defects within the grain-boundary plane [Ashby, 1972].54

Under an applied differential stress, grain boundaries start to slide, which can be accommodated by diffusion of55

vacancies, mobility of dislocations within the grain-boundary plane, or elastic processes [Ashby, 1972]. Grain-boundary56

sliding generates incompatibilities and stress concentrations in the crystal lattice, while relaxing the shear stresses within57

the grain-boundary plane. These stress gradients promote diffusion of material [Raj and Ashby, 1971, 1972, Ashby,58

1972] or nucleation of lattice dislocations [Langdon, 2009]. In olivine, laboratory-based studies have inferred that grain-59

boundary sliding (GBS) in conjunction with motion of lattice dislocations (sometimes called dislocation-accommodated60

GBS) or diffusive mass transfer (sometimes called diffusion creep) becomes a dominant deformation mechanism61

in polycrystalline olivine at finer grain sizes [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995a,b, Hansen et al., 2011, Tielke et al.,62

2016b, Hansen and Kohlstedt, 2015, Yabe et al., 2020, Kim et al., 2022]. The details of the microphysical mechanisms63

operating during grain-boundary sliding in olivine remain unresolved across different deformation conditions [e.g.,64

Hansen et al., 2011, Jackson et al., 2014, Tielke et al., 2016a]. This deformation mechanism is of particular importance65

to the rheology of the upper mantle as extrapolations of flow laws to geological conditions indicate that GBS is a66

dominant deformation mechanism in much of the upper mantle, where it contributes towards seismic anisotropy and67

strain accommodation [Hansen et al., 2011, 2012b, Ohuchi et al., 2015, Tielke et al., 2016b, Hansen and Kohlstedt,68

2015]. Moreover, during diffusion creep, defect motion along grain boundaries could also impact rock properties69

deforming over short, transient periods [Jackson et al., 2014, Faul and Jackson, 2015]. Faul and Jackson [2015] highlight70

the importance of grain boundaries in seismic attenuation, and indicate that dislocation-related attenuation could also be71

of importance. Consequently, studies investigating strain accommodation in olivine have placed processes involving72

grain boundaries under increased significance [e.g., Samae et al., 2021, Bollinger et al., 2019, Sun et al., 2016, Jackson73

et al., 2014, Cordier et al., 2014, Gasc et al., 2019, Ferreira et al., 2021, Thieme et al., 2018].74

Although significant advances have been made towards understanding the structure, composition, and chemistry of75

grain boundaries in olivine [for review, see Marquardt and Faul, 2018, Demouchy, 2021], we lack direct observations76

documenting the interactions between grain boundaries and crystal defects. In this study, we contribute towards filling77

this gap by deploying small-scale, uniaxial, in-situ mechanical testing on two pure forsterite (Fo) bicrystals. The78

experiments are performed at a temperature of 700◦C with a sample orientation designed to maximise the resolved shear79

stress on the grain-boundary plane and promote grain-boundary sliding. Testing a pure Fo synthetic bicrystal allows80

us to remove the impact of prexisting defects and investigate a specific boundary of known character. This strategy81

of using bicrystals to probe interface properties has successfully been applied in a number of engineering materials82

[for a review, see Dehm et al., 2018]. In geological materials, studies using synthetic bicrystals reveal information on83

grain-boundary structure of specific configurations and grain-boundary diffusion rates [Polednia et al., 2020, Marquardt84

et al., 2011, Gardés et al., 2021]. Furthermore, increased capabilities for micromechanical testing at high-temperatures85

have enabled an increasing number of experiments on deformation of ceramic materials [for review, see Korte-Kerzel,86

3
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Figure 1: Sample assembly for the low-angle grain boundary in (a) and the high-angle grain boundary in (b). Panel a) is
a colorised image of the low-magnification, in-situ view of the micropillars. The colored axes represent the sample
surface coordinate convention. Panel b) is a colorised image of the high-angle grain boundary bicrystal assembly
imaged with the stage tilt (ST) and tilt correction (TC) that display the least distortion along the Z0 axis (i.e., parallel to
the pillar vertical axis). The orientation of the samples is described using lower-hemisphere stereographic plots of the
crystallographic axes. Both samples are tested at the same stage rotation (SR) and stage tilt (ST). Full details of pillar
geometry are in table 1. Images of the pillars before deformation can be found in Supplementary Materials (Figure A.1).

2017]. To date, micropillar experiments investigating geological materials have been scarce [Kranjc et al., 2020, Keller87

et al., 2017, Sly et al., 2020, Montagne et al., 2014, Korte and Clegg, 2009], and none have been conducted on isolated88

grain boundaries in geological materials. In this contribution, we bring these strategies together to test the relative shear89

strength of grain boundaries compared to crystal interiors at elevated temperatures.90

2 Experimental methods91

2.1 Sample preparation92

We investigate two pure forsterite (Fo) bicrystal samples containing a low-angle grain boundary (LAGB, 4◦, [100]/(014))93

and a high-angle grain boundary (HAGB, 60◦, [100]/(011)), respectively. The low-angle grain boundary is parallel to94

the (014) plane and the two crystals are misoriented around [100]. The high-angle grain boundary is parallel to the (011)95

plane, and the two crystals are misoriented around [100] [Marquardt and Faul, 2018, Adjaoud et al., 2012, Wagner et al.,96

2016]. The samples were prepared using the wafer-bonding technique [Heinemann et al., 2001, Hartmann et al., 2010].97

This technique generates synthetic grain boundaries free of any induced plastic deformation and chemical contamination98

[Heinemann et al., 2001]. The grain-boundary misorientation angle is controlled in order to generate symmetric,99

low-energy, and near-coincidence grain boundaries [Heinemann et al., 2001, Hartmann et al., 2010, Marquardt and Faul,100

2018, Adjaoud et al., 2012]. Similar samples to the HAGB bicrystal used in this study have been characterized in detail101

by Marquardt and Faul [2018], revealing that the high-angle grain-boundary width is less than 1 nm, and the plane102

includes segments that are faceted on the nm-scale [Figure 9, Marquardt and Faul, 2018]. For this HAGB structure, the103

4
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grain-boundary diffusivity coefficients have been calculated by Wagner et al. [2016], and the grain-boundary energy104

and the atomic structure have been calculated by Adjaoud et al. [2012] via molecular dynamics. The exactly same105

HAGB bicrystal sample has also been investigated via room-temperature nanoindentation by Avadanii et al. [2022]. In106

this paper, we use forsterite to refer to Mg2SiO4 and olivine to refer exclusively to compositions including iron, which107

have been used in previous studies (e.g., San Carlos).108

Figure 1 displays the bicrystal sample assembly for in-situ testing. We tilted the bicrystals in a steel mount and polished109

a surface at 45◦ to the grain-boundary plane. This new surface was perpendicular to the direction of subsequent110

micropillar compression such that shear-stresses were maximized on the grain boundary plane. Bicrystals were111

mounted with high-temperature Omegabond-600 cement. The surfaces were polished flat using diamond polycrystalline112

suspensions with grit sizes ranging from 9 μm down to 0.05 μm. The surfaces were finally polished with colloidal silica.113

The orientation of the bicrystals relative to the polished surface was determined using electron-backscatter diffraction114

(EBSD).115

We tested micropillars containing the grain boundary as well as micropillars manufactured in the crystal interior (Figure116

1, Table 1). Micropillars with nominal diameters of 2–2.5 μm and a height-to-diameter ratio of ∼1:3 were manufactured117

with a Zeiss-AURIGA Ga+ focused ion beam (FIB) using decreasingly smaller currents from 2 nA to 50 pA. The initial118

diameter, height, and tapering of the pillars were measured using scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and are119

reported in Table 1. Some micropillars were manufactured on the edge of the sample for optimal imagining conditions120

during pillar compression, as the TESCAN Mira3 SEM stage is tiled by 10◦ with respect to the SEM imagining angle121

(Figure 1). SEM images of the micropillars before deformation are presented in Supplementary Materials (Figure A.1).122

2.2 Mechanical testing123

The micropillars were compressed using a flat-end diamond tip (a 60◦ cone with a flat end) with a nominal diameter of124

10 μm. We deformed the micropillars in-situ with a Hysitron PI88 SEM Picoindenter. The in-situ images were captured125

with a custom TESCAN Mira3 SEM. The mechanical tests were performed at 700◦C with a load-controlled trapezoid126

function, with a maximum hold segment of 120 s (e.g., Figure A.6 in Supplementary Materials). Table 2 reports the127

time corresponding to constant load in each experiment. The loading rates for the LAGB and HAGB bicrystals were 2128

mN/s and 0.8 mN/s, respectively. The micropillars within the bicrystal interior have trenches of 20 μm diameter milled129

around them, allowing the top 20% to be imaged during in-situ testing.130

2.3 Calculations of stress and strain131

Following the standard in high-temperature nanoindentation testing, corrections were made for thermal drift, machine132

compliance, and the point of zero displacement and load [e.g., Wheeler et al., 2015]. Measurements of the thermal drift133

were made over a time period of 40 s at the beginning of each test at a very low contact load (<20 μN). The average134

value measured in the final 20 s of the test was taken as an estimate of the average drift rate during the test and was135

used by the acquisition software to correct the measured displacements. In our tests, the total drift was on the order136

5
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of 10s of nm (Supplementary Materials, Figure A.2). The machine compliance was calibrated using bulk indents in137

the singe crystals away from the pillars, and the point of zero load and displacement was manually found for each138

test by inspecting the initial segment of the reported load-displacement curve. The identified point of zero load and139

displacement replaced the automated reported start of the test.140

The experimental set-up in Figure 1 is influenced by the compliance of the instrument, the indenter tip, the steel and141

cement bond used in the sample assembly, and each pillar acting as a cylinder indenting into the substrate. Thus, we142

can describe the reported displacement, hrep, as143

hrep = hms + hbase + h0 + hp, (1)

where hms is the displacement due to the combined impact of the machine stiffness and the stiffness of the mounting144

assembly, hbase is the displacement due to the pillar base indenting into the bulk sample, h0 is the difference between145

the reported point of first surface contact and the actual point of surface contact, and hp is the displacement within the146

pillar of interest in response to an applied load. We accounted for h0 by finding the point of surface contact at which147

displacement and load should be 0 after inspecting the reported load-displacement curves at small loads and noting a148

sharp increase in reported values.149

The combined compliance of the machine and sample assembly was determined by using data collected from elastic150

experiments in the bulk sample. These experiments are indents at small loads placed in the crystal interior at 700◦C,151

with no residual indent in the sample surface. Since there was no plastic penetration in the bulk sample surface, the152

contact area remained constant and the conical tip acted as a cylindrical punch. We compared these data to the calculated153

displacement, h, for an applied load, P , using Sneddon’s solution for indenting with a flat-ended cylindrical punch into154

an elastic half space [Sneddon, 1965, Fischer-Cripps, 2011, Ch 3]155

P = 2aEeffh, (2)

where Eeff is the reduced modulus and a is the contact radius. We computed the reduced Young’s modulus as156

E−1
eff = 1−vs2

Es + 1−vi2

Ei using published values for the Poisson’s ratio (vs = 0.2465) and Young’s modulus (Es = 180157

GPa) of forsterite at 700◦C [Kumazawa and Anderson, 1969, Table 8] and Ei = 1150 GPa and vi = 0.07 for the158

conical indenter. The contact radius a has been estimated by measuring the imprint of the indenter into the sample159

surface in experiments conducted at higher loads, in which a small amount of plastic displacement (<100 nm) leads to160

an observable imprint. The measured diameter of the punch impression on SEM images is 5.6 μm.161

We can calculate the error, herr, due to the compliance of the system as the difference between the reported values, hrep,162

and predicted values, hpred using Equation 2. For each pillar, hms was calculated using the linear fit between herr and163

P determined for each sample assembly (see Figure A.3 in Supplementary Materials).164

The impact of the pillar indenting into the substrate, hbase, was computed by using Equation 2 and the measured values165

of the diameter at the bottom of the pillar displayed in Table 1. This correction is an approximation based on Sneddon’s166

6
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solution for a perfect cylinder [Sneddon, 1965] and does not account for tapering or aspect ratio of the micropillar [Fei167

et al., 2012].168

In order to calculate the stress-strain values using hp determined from Equation 1 and reported values of the applied169

load, P , we explored two alternative sets of assumptions about the deformation style. In the first case, we assumed170

that the cross-sectional area of the pillar is constant. Here we assume that the applied load is purely uniaxial and171

centrosymmetric, the contact area between the flat punch and the deforming pillar stays nominally constant, and the172

contact area is equal to the area, A0, at the top of the pillar such that the engineering stress, σA, is defined as173

σA =
P

A0
, (3)

and the engineering strain εA, is defined as174

εA =
hp

Hi
, (4)

where Hi is the height of the pillar at the beginning of each test. Note that at the start of the first test, the height of the175

pillars is the height H0, reported in Table 1. The height at the beginning of subsequent tests is H0 minus the residual176

displacement, hr, determined after unloading in the previous test. Therefore, Hi = H0 − hri−1
, where the value of the177

subscript i denotes the particular test, and n is the number of total tests of each pillar. The area A0 at the top of the pillar178

was calculated using the diameter values reported in Table 1. Violating assumptions of constant area of contact through179

pillar tapering could result in a stress gradient with the highest stresses at the top of the pillar [Dehm et al., 2018].180

In the second case, we assumed that the volume of the pillar was constant. Here, we assumed plastic deformation only,181

without any crack formation. We calculated the stress, σV, at constant volume as182

σV =
P

Ai
=

PLi

V0
, (5)

where Li is the length of the pillar during testing and is equal to the height Hi of the pillar at the start of each test minus183

the displacement hp of the pillar, and V0 is the initial volume. We calculate V0 using the volume formula of a conical184

frustum185

V0 =
πH0

3

[
(rtop +H0 tan(β))

2 + 2r2top + rtopH0 tan(β)
]
, (6)

where β is the tapering angle measured using SEM images and reported in Table 1 and rtop is the radius at the top of186

the pillar. For samples with height to width ratios of 1:3 and taper angles of 2–3◦, the resulting maximum errors in187

stress are 10–15% [Dehm et al., 2018]. We calculate the strain at constant volume εV using188

εV = ln
Li

Hi
. (7)

2.4 Microstructural investigations189

We further characterized pillar 6 in the HAGB sample using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) at190

Imperial College London. For these investigations, we coated the sample with a Pt layer and proceeded to prepare a191

7
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Table 1: Details of micropillars tested in this study, manufactured on a low-angle grain boundary (LAGB) bicrystal and
a high-angle grain boundary (HAGB) bicrystal.

Sample Pillar Material Height (μm) Top diameter (μm) Bottom diameter (μm) Taper angle (◦)

Fo014
LAGB

P5 bicrystal AB 7.2 2.12 3.41 3.9
P6 crystal A 6.5 2.55 3.58 5.6
P7 bicrystal AB 7.6 2.38 3.61 3.4
P8 crystal B 7.2 2.49 3.40 2.9

Fo011
HAGB

P1 crystal A 7.2 2.89 3.60 2.6
P2 crystal A 7.6 2.79 3.52 2.6
P3 bicrystal BA 8.4 2.42 3.06 1.9
P4 crystal B 9.0 2.55 3.67 3.2
P5 bicrystal BA 8.0 2.42 3.08 2.0
P6 bicrystal BA 8.0 2.42 3.05 1.8

TEM lamella that sectioned the pillar parallel to the compression direction. We used a standardised procedure to mill192

the TEM foil using a Ga+ ion beam and to lift out the foil. We imaged the foil using STEM on a dual-beam Helios193

microscope operating at a voltage of 30 kV and emission current of 86 pA.194

3 Results195

3.1 Low-angle grain boundary bicrystal196

The bicrystal containing the low-angle grain boundary (LAGB, Fo014) has been mounted such that the grain-boundary197

plane is at approximately 45◦ to the loading direction. The [100] axis is shared amongst the two crystals, while the198

[010] axis is perpendicular to the loading direction (see Figure 1a). The two crystals are misorieted around [100] by 4◦.199

The loading direction of pillars in the crystals in the LAGB sample is close to the [101]c orientation in the convention of200

a cubic lattice [Durham and Goetze, 1977].201

Figure 2 presents the reported load-displacement data for Fo014 grouped by the type of test. Pillars 5 and 6 (green202

outline) were tested at constant loading rate up to a load of 8 mN with no hold segment. Pillars 7 and 8 (brown outline)203

were tested at a constant loading rate up to loads of 4 and 5 mN, respectively, resulting in repeated tests with a hold204

segment of 60 s at the maximum load (Table 2, Figure A.6). In Figure 2, the pillar containing the grain boundary (P5)205

supports higher elastic loads than the pillar without the grain boundary. During the creep tests, P7 containing the grain206

boundary displays brittle failure after 500 nm of displacement, whereas P8 accommodates 2000 nm of displacement.207

Figure 3 displays further details of the correlation between the mechanical data and the in-situ observations. In P8,208

the significant drop in load during test 4 corresponds to slip band formation at an angle of 45◦ from the loading axis,209

towards the positive X0 direction in the reference frame of the sample surface. Subsequent slip bands do not exhibit a210

corresponding load drop in the mechanical data.211

Figures 4a and c display stress and strain assuming a constant contact area for the low-angle grain boundary, and Figures212

4b and d display stress and strain for the same tests but assuming a constant volume. During the tests with a short213

load-hold segment, the pillar with the grain boundary (P5) yields at a stress of 0.6 GPa immediately followed by brittle214

8
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Figure 2: Load-displacement data for the micropillars described in Table 1. The left column corresponds to pillars in
the single crystals, and the right column corresponds to pillars containing an interface. The outlined groups indicate
tests conducted at similar maximum load and length of hold, as described in Table 2.

9
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Table 2: Details of the mechanical tests on micropillars described in Table 1.

Sample Pillar Test Max load (mN) Load hold (s) In-situ deformation observation

Fo014
LAGB P5

1 1 10 system error
2 8 60 permanent

P6
1 1 10 system error
2 8 60 permanent

P7
1 1 10 system error
2 2 10 elastic
3 3 60 permanent
4 4 60 permanent

P8
1 1 60 elastic
2 2 60 permanent
3 3 60 permanent
4 4 60 permanent
5 4 60 permanent
6 4 120 permanent
7 5 60 permanent

Fo011
HAGB

P1
1 1 5 elastic
2 8 5 permanent
3 8 5 system error
4 8 5 permanent

P2
1 1 5 elastic
2 6 10 permanent
3 6 10 permanent
4 6 60 permanent
5 6 60 permanent

P3
1 1 5 permanent
2 8 5 permanent

P4
1 1 5 elastic
2 3 5 permanent
3 3 5 permanent

P5
1 1 5 permanent
2 6 60 system error
3 6 60 permanent
4 6 60 permanent

P6
1 1 5 permanent
2 6 60 system error
3 6 60 permanent

failure, while the pillar without the grain boundary (P6) yields at a stress of 0.3 GPa and sustains continued plastic215

deformation until eventual failure at about 0.6 GPa. During the creep tests in Figure 4c, the pillar without the grain216

boundary (P8) exhibits plasticity and sustains higher stresses for a significantly increased duration (see also Figure217

A.6a) compared to the pillar with the grain boundary (P7). Consequently, the computed stresses in Figure 4b and d218

have smaller values than the stresses calculated assuming a constant area of contact. Figure 6a documents in further219

detail the slip bands formed during test 4 in pillar 8 and during subsequent tests. We observe that the deformation in the220

pillar is localised in the slip band and the base of the pillar is relatively undeformed. Except pillar 8, all the pillars in221

the low-angle grain boundary bicrystal have been deformed to failure. Detailed SEM characterization can be found in222

Supplementary Materials (Figure A.4).223

10
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Figure 3: Examples of load-displacement curves alongside in-situ images. The white numbers on the images correspond
to the marked red points in the load-displacement curves. The arrows mark slip bands.

3.2 High-angle grain boundary sample224

The bicrystal containing the high-angle grain boundary (HAGB, Fo011) has been mounted such that the grain boundary225

plane is tilted 30◦ with respect to the loading direction. The [100] axis is shared amongst the two crystals, which is in226

the plane of the grain boundary. The two crystals are misoriented around [100] by 60◦. In crystal AHAGB, the [010]227

axis is perpendicular to the loading direction, and the crystal orientation parallel to the loading direction is close to228

[101]c in the convention of a cubic lattice [Durham and Goetze, 1977]. In crystal BHAGB, the [001]c axis is close to229

perpendicular to the loading direction (Figure 1b).230

Figure 2 presents the reported load-displacement data grouped by the type of test. Pillars 1, 3, 4 (in the green outline)231

were tested at constant loading rate up to a load of 8 mN with no hold segment (Table 2). The pillar containing the grain232

boundary (P3) underwent catastrophic failure after one test, whereas the pillars without the grain boundary (P1 and P4)233

sustained two cyclic tests up to 8 mN before catastrophic failure. Pillars 2, 5, 6 (purple outline) were tested with a load234

function with a hold segment of 60s at the maximum load of 6 mN, which is the approximate load of yielding for pillars235

1, 3, 4.236

Figure 3 presents the in-situ deformation of two pillars from the HAGB sample. Pillar 3 (P3) with the GB reaches237

catastrophic deformation at 6 mN. At this load, a crack initiates subparallel to the loading axis, before complete238

destruction at 7 mN. Pillar 2 (P2), without the GB, sustains multiple cycles of loading at 6 mN (Figure 2). After test 4,239
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Figure 4: Compilation of stress-strain curves for the Fo014 sample with a low-angle grain boundary. Note the different
scales of the vertical axes. a) Stress versus strain assuming a constant contact area during the experiment (Equations 4
and 3) for tests with a small holding segment at the maximum applied load (Table 2). The magenta stars mark the yield
stress determined from in-situ observations. b) Stress versus strain assuming a constant volume of deformation during
the experiment (Equations 7 and 5) for tests with a small holding segment at the maximum applied load (Table 2). c)
Stress versus strain assuming a constant contact area during the experiment (Equations 4 and 3) for creep tests (Figure
A.6). d) Stress versus strain assuming a constant volume of deformation during the experiment (Equations 7 and 5) for
creep tests (Figure A.6).

the top part of pillar 2 forms slip bands developed at approximately 45◦ to the loading direction. Figure 3 displays240

further slip-band formation at the top of the pillar during test 5, as well as crack formation at the side of the pillar,241

parallel to the loading axis. No buckling or deformation is observed at the bottom of pillar 2 (see Supplementary242

Materials, Figure A.5).243

Figures 5a and c display the stress-strain curves assuming a constant contact area for the high-angle grain boundary, and244

Figures 5b and d display the same stress and strain but assuming a constant volume. Pillars 1 (P1) and 4 (P4) without245

the grain boundary (Figure 5a) yield at a stress (assuming constant area) of 0.7 GPa and 0.75 GPa, respectively. The246

pillar containing the grain boundary, P3, yields at a stress of approximately 0.9 GPa. Figure 5a highlights that the pillars247

without the grain boundary accommodate more plastic strain prior to failure. Similar to the LAGB sample, assuming248

deformation at constant volume and using Equations 5 and 7 results in decreased values of stress and moderately249

increased values of strain (Figure 5b, d). Stress-strain curves for the creep tests are displayed in Figure 5c and d. The250
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Figure 5: Compilation of stress-strain curves for the Fo011 sample with a high-angle grain boundary. Note the different
scales of the vertical axes. a) Stress versus strain assuming a constant contact area during the experiment (Equations 4
and 3) for tests with a small holding segment at the maximum applied load (Table 2). The magenta stars mark the yield
stress determined from in-situ observations. b) Stress versus strain assuming a constant volume of deformation during
the experiment (Equations 7 and 5) for tests with a small holding segment at the maximum applied load (Table 2). c)
Stress versus strain assuming a constant contact area during the experiment (Equations 4 and 3) for creep tests (Figure
A.6). d) Stress versus strain assuming a constant volume of deformation during the experiment (Equations 7 and 5) for
creep tests (Figure A.6).

pillars with the grain boundary, P5 and P6, deform at an imposed stress of approximately 0.9 GPa, while the pillar251

without the GB, P2, deforms at an imposed stress of 0.7 GPa. All the HAGB pillars in the creep tests accommodate a252

similar amount of plastic strain (Figure A.4b). This observation is also highlighted in strain-rate data in Figure A.6,253

Supplementary Materials.254

Figure 6b displays post-deformation characterization of P5 and P6. Pillar 5 displays slip bands in both the AHAGB255

and BHAGB crystals, while P6 only has slip bands formed in the BHAGB crystal. The top crystal BHAGB in P5 and256

P6 has been sheared with a net displacement towards the −X0 in the sample reference frame. The slip bands in the257

micropillars containing the bicrystal BAHAGB have a similar orientation to the ones in P2 in the single crystal AHAGB258

(Figure 3, Supplementary Materials Figure A.5). Notably, the slip bands observable in P5 and P6 are perpendicular to259

the GB plane, but do not intersect the GB. The interface is intact and does not display any evidence of sliding along260
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Figure 6: Compilation of images of deformed a) pillar 8 in the LAGB sample and b) pillars 5 and 6 containing the
HAGB. The coordinate annotation references the coordinate system in Figure 1. All scalebars are 2 μm. Note that
the images (and thus the angle) in panel a) have no tilt correction (TC) applied for the stage tilt (ST) of 25◦. SEM
characterization of all the pillars can be found in Supplementary Materials, Figures A.4 and A.5.

Figure 7: STEM images of a FIB lamella cut parallel to the indentation direction in pillar 6 in the HAGB sample. The
lower hemisphere diagram is rotated such that the center of the diagram coincides with the axis perpendicular to the
plane of view. a) Dark-field image of pillar 6 after deformation. b) Bright-field image of the upper part of deformed
pillar 6.
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the boundary (Figure 6b). In Figure 6b we observe a pore along the GB plane that was not imaged pre-deformation261

(Supplementary Materials Figure A.1). The pillars tested in this study accommodate plastic deformation mostly at the262

top of the pillar. This observation indicates that the stress calculations using the top diameter to estimate the contact263

area are reasonably representative of the stresses associated with deformation of the pillar (Figures 4a, c and 5a, c).264

STEM characterization of P6 presented in Figure 7 reveals dislocation structures in the top crystal BHAGB, with265

dislocation lines appearing perpendicular to the GB plane. Figure 7a confirms that dislocation structures are present266

dominantly in crystal BHAGB, without any lattice distortion observable in the vicinity of the grain boundary. At267

higher magnifications in Figure 7b, we use the crystallographic orientation of dislocation lines to infer potential slip268

systems. The dislocations with lines in the plane of the section are consistent with [001] screw dislocations that could269

be operating as part of the [001]{hk0} slip system. Additionally, Figure 7b displays an array of dislocations colinear270

with the grain boundary with line directions perpendicular to the section (green arrow), which is consistent with the271

activity of edge dislocations on the [100]{0kl}) slip system. In Figure 7b, the grain boundary appears sheared along a272

direction perpendicular to the GB plane, which corresponds to the maximum resolved stresses in the pillar.273

4 Discussion274

In this study, we investigate the role of grain boundaries during deformation of forsterite at 700◦C via in-situ micropillar275

compression, and we further characterize a deformed pillar using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).276

Our key observations are that 1) grain boundaries do not accommodate any of the plastic strain, 2) pillars including a277

grain boundary display a slightly higher yield stress, and 3) pillars without a grain boundary display higher plastic strain278

before failure. We suggest that the presence or absence of a grain boundary is the primary factor leading to differences279

among pillars, rather than any differences in their geometry (see Table 1). As we outline below, we suggest that in our280

experiments, the grain boundaries lead to stress concentrations and strengthening.281

4.1 General micropillar deformation282

We observe that our micropillar experiments are characterized by an elastic loading regime, followed by yield at the top283

of the pillar, and sustained slip band formation and/or brittle deformation. In the LAGB (4◦, [100]/(014)) sample, the284

geometry of deformation (Figure 6a) coupled with the crystallographic orientation (Figure 1a) indicate the occurrence285

of slip in the [001] direction on the (100) plane. Notably, only the first slip band generation in P8 is associated with286

a burst of displacement of ∼ 380 nm (Figure 3, frames 2–3, Figure A.4). We attribute this observation to a sudden287

activation of dislocations in a crystal with little initial dislocation sources [e.g., Dehm et al., 2018, Kumamoto et al.,288

2017]. We interpret plasticity during test 4 in P8, to be governed by dislocation nucleation, while in subsequent tests,289

plasticity is governed by dislocation motion. Similar stress drops in micropillar experiments have also been reported290

in sapphire [Montagne et al., 2014]. In the HAGB sample (60◦, [100]/(011)), slip band formation is present in P2 in291

crystal AHAGB, in P5 in both crystals, and in P6 in the top crystal BHAGB (Figures 1, 6, Table 1). Post-deformation292
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characterization of P2 (Supplementary Materials, Figure A.5) and the orientation of crystal AHAGB (Figure 1b) suggest293

that the deformation is consistent with slip in the [001] direction on the (100) plane. In P5 and P6, the top crystal294

BHAGB has been sheared in a direction corresponding to the [011] crystallographic axis. We suggest that this net295

deformation is generated by one or multiple slip systems in the [001] direction on {hk0} planes (Figure 7b), since there296

is no slip system with the [010] direction in forsterite [Demouchy, 2021].297

The dominance of slip in the [001] direction is consistent with previous observations of olivine microstructures deformed298

in the low-temperature plasticity regime [e.g., Demouchy et al., 2013, Mussi et al., 2014, Raterron et al., 2004, Gaboriaud299

et al., 1981, Wallis et al., 2020]. Gaboriaud et al. [1981] use microstructures generated during high-temperature Vickers300

indentation tests on olivine single crystals to suggest that [001]{110} is activated at temperatures greater than 600◦C,301

which is consistent with our experimental conditions. Wallis et al. [2020] present TEM data under a spherical indent in302

an olivine single crystal in a similar orientation with respect to the loading axis as crystal BHAGB [sample OP4-2 in303

Kumamoto et al., 2017, Wallis et al., 2020]. The authors interpret the imaged dislocation structures as the activity of the304

[001](100) slip system split across multiple partial dislocations [Wallis et al., 2020]. Thus, we suggest that the main305

deformation regime in our experiments is low-temperature plasticity.306

Previous studies of olivine rheology suggest that amorphization plays an important role at relatively low temperatures307

of deformation [Kranjc et al., 2020, Samae et al., 2021]. Kranjc et al. [2020] present microstructures documented308

after micropillar deformation at room temperature in a single crystal loaded parallel to the [110]c orientation under309

a constant stress of ∼ 4 GPa [Kranjc et al., 2020]. The authors interpret the resulting microstructures as amorphous310

shear bands parallel to (100), formed under a resolved shear stress of 2.2 GPa [Kranjc et al., 2020]. However, our311

documented dislocation structures (Figure 7) are consistent and share similarities with structures documented by312

Kranjc et al. [2020]. Thus, we are reinterpreting the data presented by Kranjc et al. [2020] as dislocations activated313

in the low-temperature plasticity regime. We suggest that the TEM observations presented by Kranjc et al. [2020]314

can be reconciled by the presence of slip systems with [001] on (100), (110) or (130) planes, observed dominantly in315

low-temperature deformation [Mussi et al., 2014]. Our suggestion is supported by the mechanical data presented by316

Kranjc et al. [2020], which agrees well with the low-temperature plasticity flow law calibrated by Kranjc et al. [2016].317

Further spectral observations [Figure 5E in Kranjc et al., 2020] can be reconciled by structural damage induced by318

dislocations [for details, see Van Aken et al., 1998]. Furthermore, we suggest that the resolved shear stresses of 2.2319

GPa in the experiments of Kranjc et al. [2020] are insufficient to promote amorphization of olivine, which has been320

documented at stresses higher than 30 GPa from shock experiments [Jeanloz et al., 1977] and anvil cell experiments321

[Lacam et al., 1980, Williams et al., 1990, Andrault et al., 1995].322

4.2 The impact of grain boundaries on micropillar deformation323

Experimental and theoretical studies highlight that grain boundaries influence deformation in olivine. Grain boundaries324

can enable grains to slide past each other. In these deformation regimes, the grain boundaries are relatively weak [e.g.,325

dislocation-accommodated grain boundary sliding Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995a, 2003, Hansen et al., 2011] and can326
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contribute to significant strain [e.g., diffusion creep Bollinger et al., 2019]. Grain boundaries can also represent barriers327

to the glide of lattice dislocations, leading to pile-ups. These arrays of dislocations generate long-range stresses within328

the crystal lattice, which further impact strain hardening and steady-state deformation at larger strains [e.g., Hansen329

et al., 2019, Wallis et al., 2020, Thom et al., 2022]. Gain boundaries can also represent a source [e.g., Avadanii et al.,330

2022] or a sink [e.g., Ferreira et al., 2021] for dislocations. These interactions underpin grain-size-sensitive deformation331

of olivine over a wide range of temperatures and grain sizes [Hansen et al., 2011, 2019, Kumamoto et al., 2017, Koizumi332

et al., 2020].333

In these experiments, the grain boundary does not accommodate any of the observable plastic deformation. Permanent334

deformation is accommodated by slip bands perpendicular to the grain boundary plane (Figure 6). The two main groups335

of dislocations presented in Figure 7b are consistent with the activity of [001]{hk0} and [100]{0kl} slip systems, which336

have been previously documented in samples deformed in the low-temperature plasticity regime [e.g., Mussi et al.,337

2014, Wallis et al., 2020]. Figure 7b suggests that the shearing of crystal BHAGB over crystal AHAGB generates a338

complex stress state in which the bottom crystal AHAGB acts as an indenter in the top crystal promoting dislocations339

parallel to the GB trace.340

The resolved shear stresses are larger or similar on the interfaces compared to the theoretically available slip systems.341

These stresses further constrain the relative differences in strength between the single-crystal and bi-crystalline pillars.342

We use the stress values assuming constant area of contact (Figure 4c and 5c) and SEM images of pillars displaying slip343

band formation (Figures A.4 and A.5) to calculate the maximum imposed shear stress, τ , on the grain boundary and the344

observed slip bands using the Schmid law [Schmid and Boas, 1950]345

τ = σA cos(ϕ) cos(λ), (8)

where ϕ is the angle between the normal to the plane and the applied force, and λ is the angle between the slip direction346

and the applied force. The term, m = cos(ϕ) cos(λ) represents the theoretical Schmid factor and ranges from 0 for347

the least favorably oriented slip plane to 0.5 for the most favorably oriented slip plane. Table 3 summarises these348

calculations. In the LAGB sample, the Schmid factor equals 0.5 for both the most favorable slip systems ([001](100)349

and [100](001)) and the GB plane. However, we only observe slip consistent with [001](100). This direct observation350

is consistent with previous experiments on olivine single crystals [Demouchy et al., 2013, Tielke et al., 2016a] and351

numerical models simulating [100] and [001] glide [Durinck et al., 2007] indicating that at low temperatures (<1000◦C)352

and high stresses, the [001](100) slip system dominates deformation. In the HAGB sample, the Schmid factors are353

different for crystal AHAGB (m=0.35 for [001](100)), and similar for the GB plane (m=0.43) and the top crystal BHAGB354

(m = 0.43 for [001](100)). Even though the theoretical Schmid factors predict that the resolved shear stresses on the355

grain boundary are equal or higher than the shear stresses on the most favorably oriented slip system ([001](100)), we356

do not observe any sliding on the grain boundaries.357
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Table 3: Maximum imposed shear stresses during creep tests, τ , (Equation 8) on different planes in micropillars
displaying slip band formation or containing an interface. The shear stresses calculated for pillars displaying slip band
formation use Schmid factors computed using the angle between the slip trace and the edge of the pillar in Figures 6
and 7, and assuming a slip direction of [001].

Sample Pillar Material Planar feature τ (GPa) Inferred active slip system

Fo014
LAGB

P8 crystal B slip band 0.17 [001](100)
P7 bicrystal AB grain boundary 0.15

Fo011
HAGB

P2 crystal A slip band 0.29 [001](100)
P5 crystal B slip band 0.12 [001]{hk0}
P5 crystal A slip band 0.32 [001]{hk0}
P5 bicrystal BA grain boundary 0.39
P6 crystal B slip band 0.13 [001]{hk0}
P6 bicrystal BA grain boundary 0.39

The apparent lack of sliding on the interfaces in our experiments is consistent with predictions of grain-boundary358

viscosity following a model proposed by Ashby [1972], in which the high-angle grain boundary viscosity, η, is η = kT
8bD ,359

where k is Boltzman’s constant, D is the grain-boundary diffusion coefficient, and b is the length of the unit cell. In360

forsterite, D = 10−28m2/s for T = 700◦C and 1 atm [Fei et al., 2012, Wagner et al., 2016], and b = 10.19× 10−10 m.361

Thus, η = 16.5×1015Pa× s, which translates to a grain-boundary velocity of 4×10−20m/s for an applied shear force362

of 0.4 N (e.g., P5 in the HAGB bicrystal), on a grain boundary with 1 nm thickness [Marquardt and Faul, 2018]. This363

calculation indicates that any grain-boundary sliding in these experimental conditions would be below the displacement364

measurement resolution of the apparatus. Based on predictions by Ashby [1972] we expect the low-angle GB to have365

an increased effective viscosity [Ashby, 1972].366

Our experiments present evidence of grain boundaries acting as barriers to dislocation motion. STEM images indicate367

that the HAGB acts as a barrier to incoming dislocations (Figure 7). In Figure 8a, we compile the apparent yield stresses368

from Figures 4a and 5a for pillars containing the grain boundary (filled symbols) and pillars without the grain boundary369

(open symbols). Figure 8a indicates that within each bicrystal sample, the pillars containing the grain boundary (filled370

symbols) yield at higher stresses.371

Care must be taken when comparing these different micromechanical data since deformation at these scales is often372

influenced by a well-documented size effect [e.g., Greer et al., 2005, Kraft et al., 2010, Korte-Kerzel, 2017, Kumamoto373

et al., 2017]. In Figure 8a we compare the yield stress in our pillar experiments (Figures 4a and 5a) to the yield stress374

calculated from hardness measurements at similar temperatures reported by Darot et al. [1985] in forsterite and Evans375

and Goetze [1979] in olivine single crystals. We transform published data of indentation with a Vickers pyramid to376

generate contact length and yield stress. In Vickers indentation, the maximum depth of contact is proportional to the377

diagonal of the imprint on the surface by a factor of 7 [Fischer-Cripps, 2011, Ch 2]. This proportionality is a direct378

result of the Vickers indenter geometry and allows us to transform diagonal lengths reported by Evans and Goetze379

[1979] and Darot et al. [1985] into indentation contact depth. We plot the reported yield stress by Evans and Goetze380

[1979] and use a similar constraint-factor approach to transform the hardness reported by Darot et al. [1985] into yield381

stress [Evans and Goetze, 1979]. We also note that previous indentation data indicate a higher yield stress compared to382
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Figure 8: a) Yield stress from stress-strain curves in Figures 4a and 5a against Vickers indentation data from Darot et al.
[1985] and Evans and Goetze [1979] on forsterite and olivine, respectively. All the included Vickers indents are at a
maximum load of 0.5 N. b) Lower hemisphere plots describing the different orientations of the crystallographic axes
with respect to the indentation direction.

our micropillar experiments. This discrepancy between indentation and micropillar strength has also been documented383

in calcite [Sly et al., 2020] and sapphire [Montagne et al., 2014] samples, and it is likely a result of differences in384

confining pressure in the two type of experiments. The size effect in the yield stress of olivine can account for some385

of the differences among bicrystalline and single crystal pillars, but do not fully explain the significant discrepancies386

among pillars in the LAGB sample (diamond symbols, Figure 8a). Thus, we suggest that the higher yield stress of the387

bicrystalline pillars is due to both a grain-size control and a slightly smaller length scale of contact. Observations of388

bicrystalline pillars having a higher yield stress than their single crystal counterparts have also been made in tests in389

which the grain boundary is parallel to the loading direction in pure Ta [Weaver et al., 2018], Ni [Kheradmand et al.,390

2013], and Cu [Imrich et al., 2014].391

One consistent observation is that the onset of brittle deformation in the pillars with the GB is observed at smaller392

strains compared to the single crystal pillars (Figures 4 and 5). This observation suggests that elastic incompatibilities393

at the grain boundaries lead to locally elevated stresses that exceed the fracture toughness of the material. We note that,394

given sufficient confining pressure, these local stresses could lead to dislocation nucleation rather than fracture. This395

hypothesis is consistent with observations presented by Avadanii et al. [2022], who suggest that this HAGB sample396

promoted dislocation nucleation underneath spherical indents at indentation shear stresses up to 10 GPa [see their397

Supplementary Materials, Avadanii et al., 2022].398
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5 Implications399

In-situ micropillar experiments on pure forsterite grain boundaries at 700◦C reveal that pillars containing the grain400

boundary consistently support higher elastic loads compared to the pillars in the single crystal. Additionally, the pillars401

in the single crystal sustain higher plastic strain compared to the bicrystalline pillars. The grain boundary has been402

oriented at ∼ 45◦ to the loading direction. Under these experimental conditions no sliding associated with the grain403

boundary has been recorded.404

Observations presented in this study support the hypothesis that in forsterite, the most energetically favorable grain405

boundaries [Marquardt et al., 2015] are relatively stronger compared to the available slip systems for deformation at high406

stresses. This hypothesis underpins observations of grain-size effects of the bulk yield stress in olivine low-temperature407

plasticity [Hansen et al., 2019]. However, as grain-boundary diffusion rates increase with temperature [Fei et al., 2016,408

Wagner et al., 2016] we expect a decrease in grain-boundary viscosity [Ashby, 1972] and an increase in grain-boundary409

mediated deformation (e.g., GBS, Hansen et al. [2011]). In a deforming polycrystalline material, the relative strength410

of the GBs at the same temperature varies with grain boundary character and orientation according to predictions by411

Ashby [1972]. Therefore, with increasing deformation, the distribution of GBs might influence the bulk patterns of412

plastic anisotropy, and consequently, strain localization.413

We have also demonstrated that miniaturised mechanical testing facilitates measurements of isolated microstructural414

features in olivine. Experimental studies on olivine single crystals using a confining pressure document a transition415

between the dominance of [001](100) slip system [Raleigh, 1968, Demouchy et al., 2013, Tielke et al., 2016a] at416

temperatures smaller than 1000◦C, after which [100](001) is also activated [Raleigh, 1968, Durinck et al., 2007,417

Demouchy et al., 2013, Tielke et al., 2016a]. Experiments also document a change in relative strengths of [100](010)418

and [001](010) slip systems with confining pressure [Raterron et al., 2007]. Therefore, future micropillar experiments at419

the higher-end of technical capabilities and increased miniaturisation [e.g., Idrissi et al., 2016] might provide a detailed,420

quantifiable, and in-situ understanding of the relative strengths of slip systems in olivine.421
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Figure A.1: SEM images of the micropillars in this study before deformation. The first row represent the side view
imaged at stage stilt (ST) of 54◦, with a tilt correction (TC) of 36◦. The second row in each subfigure represents the top
view of the micropillars. The axis represent the coordinate system in the reference plane of the sample surface and
remain consistent within each row. The blue arrows mark the trace of the grain boundary. a) Micropillars containing a
low-angle grain boundary. b) Micropillars containing the high-angle grain boundary. All scalebars are 2 μm.

A Supplementary Materials427
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Figure A.2: Thermal drift of displacements during tests in the a) low-angle grain boundary sample and b) high-angle
grain boundary sample. These drifts have been automatically accounted for by the acquisition software.
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Figure A.3: Example of experiments used for correcting the impact of the compliance of the machine and the sample
assembly. a) The prediction is calculated using Equation 2 and compared with experiments in the bulk crystal at 700◦C
(grey) to calculate the error. b) The reported load divided by the computed error is proportional to the compliance of the
system.
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Figure A.4: Post-deformation SEM characterization of micropillars in the LAGB sample Fo014. The color-coded axis
track the rotation of the surface rotation with respect to Figure 1 a). Stage rotation (SR) and stage tilt (ST) denote the
stage position during image acquisition. The tilt correction is 0 in all images. The scalebars are 2 μm. The fracture in
P7 is consistent with cleavage on the (010) plane.
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Figure A.5: Post-deformation SEM characterization of micropillars in the HAGB sample Fo011. The color-coded axis
track the rotation of the surface rotation with respect to Figure 1 b). The top row displays images during the deformation
experiments for P1, which has been decoupled from the base and lost during the indenter lift. Vertical fracture in P4, P3,
and possibly P1 correspond to fracture along the (010) plane, which is the cleavage plane of forsterite [Durham et al.,
1979, Darot et al., 1985]. For the remaining pillars, the first column is the side view, and the second column is the top
view. Stage tilt (ST) and tilt correction (TC) denote image acquisition settings. The scalebars are 2 μm.
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Figure A.6: Strain versus time in the creep tests detailed in Table 2.
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